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Trinity performs business valuations for a number of reasons including that of marital dissolution or divorce. For our readers that practice in this area, we would like to provide
you with five factors to consider the next time a business is part of the marital estate of
your client.
Consider talking to a business valuation professional. A credible professional
should be willing to review the financial information of the business and the facts
and circumstances of the case to let you know whether a business valuation should
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be pursued. This should be done free of charge. Trinity encounters many businesses that have nominal, if any, value. We also encounter many businesses that
have value ranging from $100,000 to $50,000,000. While a professional valuator
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will not be able to give you an exact number on the front end, they should be able
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Not all valuation analysts are the same. There are a multitude of questions to
be answered before a business valuation professional is chosen. Although price
of the valuation and expert testimony should be considered, it certainly should
not be the driving factor. There are many other considerations such as: Does the
professional have the appropriate valuation credentials? Do they have sufficient
experience providing expert witness testimony for court and depositions? Does
the expert have experience with the type of business being examined? Does the
expert have a reputation for being fair and unbiased, or are they known as a
“hired gun” for the attorney with whom they are working? Has the expert’s testimony been previously accepted in the court in which your case is being tried? It
is important to note that Trinity’s professionals are advocates for our opinions as a
matter of practice and as a matter of professional responsibility. A credible professional should advocate for their opinion regardless of which party is required
to pay their fee.
continued on page 2...

Continued from page 1...
Business valuations should be prepared to meet the requirements of the state in which the divorce
proceedings will occur. Therefore, it is imperative that the business valuation professional have
sufficient knowledge of case law relating to business valuations. For example, different states have
different “standards of value.” The two most common expressions indicating definitions of value are
fair market value and fair value. The same expression, or “standard of value,” can have different
meanings from one state to another. If an expert’s procedures do not follow the pertinent legal
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definition of value for a particular state, the judge may disallow the entire testimony.
Business valuations in family courts of some states should consider personal goodwill versus enter-
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Although a number of courts make no distinction between personal and enterprise goodwill, personal
goodwill is excluded as a marital asset in the majority of states in which Trinity serves clients.
Selecting a business valuation professional with courtroom experience and one that is well versed
in relevant case law will help to ensure that goodwill (among other important factors) is properly
considered.
Business valuations for marital dissolutions should consider the “double dip effect.” Double dipping
means computing a value based, at least in part, on the spouse’s future earnings for property division
and then using the future earnings capacity as a basis for determining spousal support or alimony
payments. Courts in different states may approach the concept of double dipping differently. The
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In summary, there are numerous factors to consider when a business is a component of a marital estate.
The aforementioned items are not a comprehensive list nor should these factors be considered to be legal
advice. It is important to note that no two marital dissolution cases are alike and these factors may apply
differently given the facts and circumstances of each case. Please contact Jason Fleming at 423-722-5007,
if you would like additional information about our services or if you would like a free consultation regarding
a particular case.
____________________________
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Jason was also recently recognized as one of the Business
Jason Fleming was nominatd as Vice Chair of ETSU’s College of Business and Technology (CBAT) Board of Advisors.
He has served on the Board since its inception in 2012.

Journal of the Tri-Cities’ “Forty Under 40” for 2012. Travis McMurray is also a past recipient of this award. To see
a list of all honorees, visit 40under.com/honorees.shtm.
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We love to hear from our clients, friends, and members of the
community. Please get in touch with us to learn how Trinity
can best serve you or just to say hello!
Connect with Trinity’s principals, Jason,

See cover page article

Wayne and Travis by searching for them on
LinkedIn.

Follow regular tweeters Travis and Jason on
Twitter.
Travis - @TravisMcMurray
Jason - @JasonHFleming

Subscribe to Trinity’s new Blog for important
updates and articles related to business
transaction, exit planning and other relevant
topics. trinityval.com/blog
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